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What Makes a “Good” Website

Jeff Frey

‣ Master’s In Computer Science
‣ Teach Technology Courses at Continuing Studies
‣ Prior Head of International Application Development 
‣ Manager of Web Services at Rice University

3 Years in the Position
Cost Recovery Center with 20 Employees +/-
Create and Maintain over 300 Websites
Application Development and Database Services
Anyone can Call for Any Technology Solution
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What Makes a “Good” Website

Abstract and Questions

‣ “simple things that you can do”
‣  “make certain your website is doing what it should”
‣ Questions

Mine
- What “should” a website do?
- What is one simple thing your site does well?
- Is there something you think it doesn’t do well?
Yours
- Clarification during presentation
- Community time at the end of the session
- Specific one on one, feel free to contact me
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What Makes a “Good” Website

Remember One Thing

‣ It’s all about the people.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

Okay, Remember Two Things

‣ It’s all about the people...
‣                     ...given enough time, money, and resources.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

Agenda

1. Purpose of the Site
2. Who Is Your Audience 
3. Think About Content 
4. Architecture or Framework
5. Goal Driven Design 
6. Programming and Technology
7. Usability and Accessibility
8. Constant Testing
9. Maintenance
10.Success Measures
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What Makes a “Good” Website

1. Purpose of the Site

‣ Why do you have a website?
‣ What are you trying to accomplish with it?

‣ Possible Answers:
Advertising.
Information dissemination.
An online community.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Write down five goals you are trying to accomplish.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

2. Who is Your Audience

‣ Who is the website for?
‣ Why are they coming to the site?

‣ Possible Answers:
Internal versus external.
Information versus in depth study.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Create a profile for the typical user of your site.
List things like age, race, gender, needs, and abilities.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

3. Think About Content

‣ Does every page have a goal?
‣ Is it original, well written, and consistent?

‣ Possible Answers:
Yes - Do Nothing :)
No, I should delete this page or link to another site.
No, I should have someone proof it or rework it all.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Print out every page and give it to a copy editor.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

4. Architecture and Framework

‣ Is my site well organized?
‣ Is it easy to navigate?

‣ Possible Answers:
Well, you don’t know unless you try (or ask).

‣ A Simple Thing:
Create a tree of your website now.
If there are too many levels (3+), or too many options 
(8+), consider consolidating some information.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

5. Goal Driven Design

‣ What does the design say about us?
‣ Is there a consistent message?

‣ Possible Answers:
Your site is not sending the right image.
Your site isn’t in line with other things (visit).
From page to page, there’s a difference in feel.

‣ A Simple Thing - well, I wouldn’t skimp here.
I suppose you could update some pictures
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What Makes a “Good” Website

6. Programming and Technology

‣ Are we delivering in the correct way (value added)?
‣ Is the site easy to update?

‣ Possible Answers:
There may be better ways of delivering content.
Maybe we’re doing things just because others are.
We need to know how to update the site quickly.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Train a team of people to update sections of the site.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

7. Usability and Accessibility

‣ Are people finding what they need on the site?
‣ Is the site available to everyone?

‣ Possible Answers:
No, we need to rework the purpose, redefine our 
audience, brainstorm content, restructure the site, 
change our design, or employ a new technology.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Have some of your target users fill out a survey.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

8. Constant Testing

‣ Can the users do what I want them to do?
‣ Does it live up to web standards?

‣ Possible Answers:
You won’t know until you try.

‣ A Simple Thing, well, okay, Two Simple Things:
Write test scripts for users and see what happens.
Run your site through some web validators.
http://validator.w3.org/

http://validator.w3.org
http://validator.w3.org
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What Makes a “Good” Website

9. Maintenance

‣ Is there new content on the site frequently?
‣ Do the users know about it?

‣ Possible Answers:
We’re too busy.
We don’t know how.
I’m not going to send an email/flyer/postcard too.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Pre-schedule content, use What’s New, or time stamp.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

10. Success Measures

‣ Do we know how many people are on our site?
‣ Do we know what pages they came to while there?

‣ Possible Answers:
We have no idea.

‣ A Simple Thing:
Add web analytics to your website, or at least use 
“How did you year about us” questions with visitors 
in person, on the phone, news and press, etc.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

Conclusion

1. Purpose of the Site - Write down five goals.
2. Who Is Your Audience - Profile a typical user.
3. Think About Content - Give it to a copy editor.
4. Architecture or Framework - Create a tree.
5. Goal Driven Design - Update some pictures.
6. Programming and Technology - Train some people.
7. Usability and Accessibility - Send out a survey.
8. Constant Testing - Write test scripts for users.
9. Maintenance - Use What’s New, or time/date stamp.
10.Success Measures - Add web analytics to your website.
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What Makes a “Good” Website

Contact Info and Questions

‣ Contact Me:
jdfrey@rice.edu
713-348-5827

‣ Questions?

mailto:jdfrey@rice.edu
mailto:jdfrey@rice.edu
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Remember, it’s all 
about the people.

Communications Conference
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Rice University, Houston, TX
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